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general the reports in this series will contain information obtained not
only from USNC.-IGY activities but also from the Navy and from other nations.
Courtesy recuires our respecting the prior rights of our sources with re-
spect to public dissemination of information given us for our private use.
Accordingly, contemplated further dissemination or publication should be
discussed with the USNC.IGY Secretariat.

I. U. S. Operations

Little America Station

With the erection at Little America of a recreation hail and achapel from
buildings ultimately destined for the Byrd Station, major construction for
the present season has been terminated. The rawin tower, inflation shelter,
and tunnel system are all complete; the installations in the radio building
are still in progress. Efforts are now concentrated on finishing interiors
with doors, partitions, and floor tile.

A variety of tasks has been occupying station personnel since mid-March.
Fire and carbon monoxide alarms and a public address system have been in-
stalled, The GCA antennas have been mounted. at the. Kiel Airstrip, the Otter
wingtip has been repaired , and the helicopter has been stored for the
winter. The post office is in full-scale operation and has canceled 80% of
the backlog of, philatelic mail.

Since March 26 the radio station has had a daily weather schedule with
the Falkland Islands. On April lthe air monitoring program of the Navy Research
Laboratory commenced; after some initial difficulties, the equipment seems to
be operating satisfactorily. The first rawinsonde release was made on April 9;
the average daily height is 67,000 feet. The meteor radar developed by
Stanford University is now in operation, but no meteors have been observed
either photographically or visually. The particularly brilliant auroral dis-
plays resulting from the recent magnetic storms were recorded in the course of
the routine aurora observations.

On March 16 the amateur radio station KC4USA was activated; since then
it has been maintaining almost daily schedules for passing personal messages.
One notable contact was made on April 13 with VB8IL, the Joing Canadian-
U, S. Arctic Weather Station Alert, on Ellesmere Island at 82°30' N. Ninety
per cent of the wintering-over personnel have had skeds with home,
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The station newspaper, The Little American, began publication on
March 20,

The appearance of Kainan Bay and the local station area has changed in
the past few weeks. On March 29 the bay was freezing over rapidly, although
occasional icebergs were still drifting about. By April 19 the ice had
formed to seaward in a solid pack with some leads, A lead 100 to 500 feet
wide, filled with snow slush, ice crystals, and pancake ice, lay beyond the
frozen bay on May 3. To the seaward of this lead was thin ice with numerous
polynyi. A crevasse west of the station oriented in a north-south direction
appeared, on April 19, to have enlarged. On May 3 a new bay of extensive
size existed five miles west of the station, where the barrier to which the
icebreaker Glacier was moored on March 9 had broken out.

The temperature has been dropping steadily, reaching -53° F. in late
April. An earlier cold snap of -33° F. with wind gusts to 30 knots hampered
out-of-doors activity and caused several cases of minor frostbite. On May 9
the thermometer was up to 7° F.,, The average temperature, j S now -32° F., and
snow has drifted up to the roofs of the buildin,?s.

Williams Air Operations Facility

Most of the exterior work has been completed with the exception of con-
structing a latrine. This construction has been postponed until the average
temperature reaches _350 F., when it will be carried out as a training proj-
ect for the construction team going in to install the Pole Station.

Other projects under way include palletization of supplies and equip-
ment for the Pole Station airdrop, survival training for the Pole Station
construction team, fire prevention training and fire station assignments for
all personnel, assembly of equipment for the construction of compacted-
snow runways, and finishing off the interiors of the chapel, parachute-
rigging loft, garage, and inflation shelter.

Two surface-weather analysis maps have been compiled daily at McMurdo
Sound since April 15, when the aerographers began full-scale operation.
Since May 6, after preliminary testing, the Gill low-pressure hydrogen gener.
ator has been used to produce gas for rawinsonde flights.

The McMurdo radio has been receiving daily weather broadcasts from
Africa, Australia, Fiji Islands, and New Zealand. Twice-daily weather trans-
missions to New Zealand began on April 5. Arrangements are presently being
made for exchange of weather information with the Mawson (Australia), Mirny
(U. S. S.,R.), and Point Go1ogie (France) Antarctic stations.

The two YOG's in Winter Quarters Bay have been a problem since they
were moored by the Glacier on March 8. The mooring lines have required
repeated adjustment as tides and ice pressure acted on the oil barges. The
ice thickness of the Bay and Glacier Channel is now 30 inches.. Since the
departure of daylight, regular ice reconnaissance is made by Weasel, On
May 8 the ice reconnaissance party was accosted by four emperor penguins
about 11 miles north of the station.



On April 1 the station newspaper pub1ishdfor thfirst tire.'The
'%m" radio sfation KC4USV commenced operation on April 17. First services
were held in the chapel, which inc.iude&a library and music room, on May 6.

McMurdo Sound weather has not been resting on its laurels. The station
reported "two full-blown blizzards" during the last week in Earch. winds of
54 knots lifted the partially constructed chapel off its foundations during
early April. The minimum temperature reported by May 3 was -40 0 F,; the
average temperature is -144 P.

Sea Operations

The Glacier left Little america on March 9 for a r€connaissance of the
Antarctic coast in preparation for the establishment of the Weddell and Knox
Stations during Operation Deepfreeze II. On March 16 the icebreaker inves-
tigated the coast at Porpoise Bay; on March 17, the Henry Bay area; and on
March 18, the Cape Poinsett area. On March 18 the Glacier and the Soviet
expeditionary ship Ob exchanged radio greetings while steaming in opposite
directions 50 miles apart. The Glacier reported on ice conditions that the
Ob would encounter to the east and gave directions for approaching the
Ti. S. stations, should the Ob accept an invitation to visit the camps. A
visit to the Balaena Islets on March 18 revealed that the Australians had
been ashore there on January 19, the Russians on March 9. On March 19 parties
were put ashore on the coast of Vincennes Bay near the Windmill Islands. An
area of boulder-strewn moraines appeared suitable as a site for the Knox
Station, but it was felt that a more propitious location might be found in
the vicinity. However, a blizzard arose, endangering the survey groups and
eliminating the possibility of further exploration, as limited time did not
permit waiting out the storm. A proposed survey of the Prince Harald Coast
to locate a station site for the Japanese was canceled because of adverse
weather. On arch 26 a party was put ashore briefly on the Princess Astrid
Coast, which the Glacier had approached through light young ice, and heli-
copter reconnaissance flights were made. On March 27 two bays ere entered
at 690 54.9' S., 19°11' B. and 70°00' S., 20 057' E. and named provisionally
"General Erskine Bay" and "Godel Bay," respectively, in honor of Lt. Gen.
Graves B, Erskine, Director of Special Operations, Office of the Secretary
of Defense, and William H. Godel, deputy to Gen. Erskine. The Glacier was
foiled by a concentration of old floe ice from entering l3yrd Bay and on
March 29 made her way to Atka Bay, where snow samples were taken during an
hour's stopover. The icebreaker then headed for Montevideo, Uruguay, arriv-
ing on April 6.

While in Montevideo the personnel of the Glacier and of the Soviet
whaling factory ship Slava exchanged visits and souvenirs. The U. S.
icebreaker took delivery of the baleen of a rare pygmy right whale and other
specimens from the Slava master, Capt. Alex Solyanik, for the U. S. National
Iuseum. Capt Solyanik had made the acquaintance of Dr. Remington Kellogg,
museum director and former chairman of the International Whaling Convention,
at a whaling conference.
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Homeward bound from the Antarctic by way of the Indian Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea, the Arneb crossed the geomagnetic equator at 9.9 0 N.,

65.25° B. on March 29 while enroute for Men on the Red Sea. This cross-

ing provides an accurate fix for determination of the geomagnetic equator
as it applies to points of minimum cosmic ray penetration of the atmosphere.

II. Operations of Other Countries

Australia

During the 1955-56 season the Australian station at Mawson was enlarged

to almost twice its size. In the relief of the station 500 tons of stores

were offloaded, Construction included five huts and an aircraft hanger.
Routine scientific observations were maintained throughout this period. Seis-
mographs have been added to the scientific equipment at the station, and the
cosmic ray equipment has been increased. During next year's relief, iono-
spheric equipment and auroral apparatus will be installed.

On the relief voyage the Kista Dan, which left Melbourne, Australia,

on December 27, 1956, explored 800 miles of the Wilkes Coast, putting
parties ashore. One thousand miles of this coastline were photographed by
aircraft from the ship; and a new range was discovered, it was announced on
May 3. This range starts 150 miles west of Mawson and extends 230 miles to
the southwest. It is 30 miles wide and 11,000 feet in average altitude.
Two of the peaks attain altitudes of more than 13,000 feet. Soundings were
taken during much of the voyage. On her return the Kista Dan put in at
uninhabited Heard Island and at the French station on Kerguelen Island.

During the 1955..56 summer season traverse parties from the itiawson
Station with dog teams and oversnow vehicles made journeys totaling 1500
miles, Several mountain ranges were discovered during these operations,

some of which have been previously noted.

Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition

On March 23 the 500-ton Theron docked at London on her return from the
Antarctic. Aboard were Dr. Vivian E. Fuchs and Sir Edmund Hillary. In
discussing future plans, Dr. Fuchs stated that he would leave England
November 14, 1956, to join the main Trans-Antarctic Expedition. He and
Sir Edmund, who will lead the New Zealand stjpport party from Scott Station
on McMurdo Sound, plan tentatively to meet about February 18, 1956, in the
vicinity of the South Pole. In conversation Sir Edmund thanked the U. S.
Naval Task Force 43 for its assistance to the New Zealand reconnaissance
team in the Ross Sea area.

New Zealand

Further study of the land and air reconnaissance by the New Zealand
observers in the McMurdo Sound area has indicated possible locations for
the establishment of the Scott Station. The best camp site seems to be
New Harbour at the base of the Ferrar Glacier presents difficulties in
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access to the plateau. The Skelton Glacier provides a much better approach
to the plateau, but there is no convenient camp site on the shore in the
vicinity. A final choice is yet to be made.

Spain

The Pro-Antarctic Association in Spain has expressed a strong interest
in participating in the Antarctic operations during the IGY. The Superior
Council of Scientific Investigation is now considering proposals for possible
participation drawn up by the Association. The projects include plans for
a party of 30 to 35 persons. Estimated cost will be approximately S2.3
million,

CSAGI had previously recommended th ... t Spain consider Peter I Island as
a station site, Denmark has offered to make available one icebreaker and
Norway has offered to supply a whaling ship.

U. S. S. R.

On March 30, the Ob left Antarctic waters for New Zealand after having
completed a portion of an oceanographic research program under the direction
of Mr. U. G. Kort. At the same time the icebreaker Lena evacuated construc-
tion workers from the Mirny Station as weather conditions were deteriorating.
The Ob arrived in New Zealand on April 9 for fuel and provisions before con-
tinuing the oceanography program. Several thousand tons of equipment will
be needed for the three Soviet stations. A large portion of this is care--
fully chosen food stuffs supplemented by frozen fruit and vegetables, which
will be resupplied by a Soviet refrigerator ship next year. Two thousand
tons of liquid fuel will be stored for aircraft, tractors, power, and heat-
ing. Vehicles include fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, "S-80" and "YD-3511
tractors, and "GAZ-47" special snow-and--mud vehicles, heavy-duty sleds,
motor launches, and dog sleds. Specially insulated buildings will be con-
structed for the interior stations where intense cold is expected.

The U. S. S. R. plans to use aircraft in the establishment and supply
of the inland stations and for aerial reconnaissance. These aricraft in-
clude "I1-12," "An-.2," and "Li-Z" fixed wing types, and "Mi-4" helicopters.
Some-twin-rotor helicopters may be used.

Regular communications between riirny and the radio center of the North
Sea Route Administration has been established. It was reported in the first
radio contact with Mirny that a tractor train was exploring a route towards
the South Pole. On April 27, the tractor train had covered 293 kilometers.

On April 22 the Ob reached Adelaide, Australia. The development of
mineral fields in the Antarctic was discussed by Russian and Australian
polar experts. Sir Douglas Mawson and Mr. Philip G. Law, Director of the
Antarctic Division, Department of External Affairs, were taken on a tour
of the Ob, where they saw the laboratories equipped to accommodate 25
scientists, Included among the crew of the Ob are six women, who serve
as stewardesses..

Future Soviet plans include the study of the possibility of a 16,000-
ton atomic-powered icebreaker. This type of ship will have the adced advan-
tage of perpetual range.
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